
Making a subscription
Order  Function name  Signature Caller

1 bridgePublisher_createByIndex
mama_status
bidgePublisher_createByIndex
(publisherBridge* result,
mamaTransport tport, int tportIndex,
const char* topic, const char*
source, const char* root, void*
nativeQueueHandle, mamaPublisher
parent);

mamaPublisher_createByIndex <-
mamaSubscription_setupBasic <-
mamaSubscription_setup <-
mamaSubsciption_create

2 bridgeSubscription_create
mama_status bridgeSubscription_create
(subscriptionBridge* subscriber,
const char* source, const char*
symbol, mamaTransport transport,
mamaQueue queue, mamaMsgCallbacks
callback, mamaSubscription
subscription, void* closure);

mamaSubscription_createBasic
<-mamaSubscription_setupBasic <-
mamaSubscription_setup <-
mamaSubscription_create

2 bridgeSubscription_createWildCard
mama_status
bridgeSubscription_createWildCard
(subscriptionBridge* subscriber,
const char* source, const char*
symbol, mamaTransport transport,
mamaQueue queue, mamaMsgCallbacks
callback,  mamaSubscription
subscription, 
void* closure);

mamaSubscription_createBasic <-
mamaSubscription_setupBasic <-
mamaSubscription_setup <-
mamaSubscription_create

3  bridgePublisher_sendFromInboxByIndex
mama_status
bridgePublisher_sendFromInboxByIndex
(publisherBridge publisher, int
portIndex, mamaInbox inbox, mamaMsg
msg);

mamaPublisher_sendFromInboxByIndex

 

4  bridgePublisher_send 
mama_status bridgePublisher_send
(publisherBridge publisher, mamaMsg
msg);

mamaPublisher_send,
bridgePublisher_sendFromInboxByIndex 

5  bridgeSubscription_destroy 
mama_status
bridgeSubscription_destroy
(subscriptionBridge subscriber);

mamaSubscription_deactivate



Subscription proccess explained

Subscriptions in OpenMAMA provide the ability to register interest in a source of data for a specific symbol. The OpenMAMA API is used to
subscribe to market data from a market data source, e.g. the MAMA Advanced Publisher. The API also supports basic subscriptions, which are
used to subscribe to data published using the OpenMAMA publishing functionality.

 

Life Cycle of the MAMA Subscription

The OpenMAMA subscription moves through a number of different states during its lifetime.

State Description

Unknown The state of the subscription is unknown.

Allocated The subscription has been allocated in memory.

Setup Initial setup work has been done, mamaSubscription_activate must still be called. Note that this state is only valid for market
data subscriptions.

Activating The subscription is now on the throttle queue waiting to be fully activated.

Activated The subscription is now fully activated and is processing messages.

Deactivating The subscription is being de-activated, it will not be fully deactivated until the onDestroy callback is received.

Deactivated The subscription has been de-activated. Messages are no longer being processed.

Destroying The subscription is being destroyed, it will not be fully destroyed until the onDestroy callback is received.

Destroyed The subscription has been fully destroyed.

De-allocating The subscription is in the process of being de-allocated, this state is only valid if the mamaSubscription_deallocate function is
called while the subscription is being destroyed.

De-allocated The subscription has been de-allocated. This state is only temporary and exists until such point as the subscription’s memory
is freed. It is provided so that a log entry will be written out.

Reactivating The subscription is being re-activated, this state can only occur if the mamaSubscription_activate has been called while the
subscription is being deactivated, (i.e. its state is MAMA_SUBSCRIPTION_DEACTIVATING).

 

  1. Basic Subscription



Figure 1: State transitions for a Basic Subscription

 

 

  2. Market Data Subscription



Figure 2: State transitions for a Market Data Subscription



Figure 3: Activating and de-activating the Market Data Subscription



Figure 4: The complete state machine for a Market Data Subscription, including the main flow and the activation states
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